
Everything you need on your B2B SaaS founder journey 
from zero to sustainable.

Starting a company is really hard – we understand that first hand. As former SaaS founders and 
operators, we know the importance of having capital, support, community, and an outside 
perspective on this journey. 

Every year we review thousands of startups and invest in the top 1-2% of those companies. You will 
be joining a community of best in class startups who are changing the way we work, including 
companies like Firstbase, Private AI, Calico, Fireflies.ai, and over 300 more!

Since 2014, we’ve been helping founders build a sustainable business by building excellent products, 
acquiring customers and raising additional capital. Once we invest in a company, we walk hand in 
hand with founders as a fractional co-founder during this crucial part of the journey. We set goals 
together, work backwards on proof points, craft your narrative, and take you out to raise capital.

By focusing on these areas with our founders, we’ve achieved 3-year average fund-through-rate of 
65% and NPS of 71.

We run our program across North America in San Francisco, New York City, and Toronto and remotely 
so we can support you and help you grow your business wherever you live.

We are so excited to have you here, and hope 
we get the opportunity to collaborate together. 

This package contains everything you need to 
know about Forum, what it means to join our 
portfolio, the type and level of support we 
provide, our program, investment details, how 
the pitch process works, and lots more. 

Let’s get started!

Welcome to 
Forum Ventures
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https://www.firstbase.io/
https://www.private-ai.com/
https://www.calicoai.com/
https://fireflies.ai/


Hear From our Founders
What are founders saying about their experience with Forum’s program? Listen to the video 

interviews linked below to learn about our founders’ journeys from day 1 to raising Seed/ Series A. 

“Forum VC is one of the most accessible, 
proactive, responsive and hands on investors 
on our cap table! They are always first to 
respond to our investor updates and jump on 
any calls to action, like BD or other investor 
intros. They have helped us with tangible 
advice in all areas of the business - from 
fundraising, to GTM, hiring, navigating crisis, 
etc. Finally, they are all the genuinely the nicest 
and smartest people one could have in their 
corner, thank you team Forum VC!”

Bilyana Freye, CEO of Orbiit

“Our conversations with Mike Cardamone 
around market conditions, valuations, 
benchmarks, standard fundraising terms, 
and topics like that have been the most 
valuable. Forum has also been great at 
always teeing up investor meetings before a 
raise!”

Mike Rowland, CEO of Droplet

Testimonials

“Forum's platform team gets us the market 
insight we need. We work with Forum to assess 
relevant, high-level stakeholders that can tells 
us what's compelling about our platform and 
where we can improve. Where hearing honest 
feedback at every stage of growth is key, 
Forum helps us move quickly so we can build, 
iterate and ship product, and grow.”

David Silverstein, CEO of Ned 

“The platform team was instrumental in getting 
us introduced to our first few customers for 
discovery. Olivia not only helped us with 
customer intros, but also helped us perfect our 
messaging for investors and helped with those 
introductions as well”

Arjun Sahgal, CEO at Ascent
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https://youtu.be/_FZJNUrRB8o
https://youtu.be/hYyE3v_6dDw


What will I walk away from the 
program with? 

1. An initial investment of $100k

2. A path to product-market fit

3. Growing ARR / active users / pipeline 

4. Customer introductions

5. Mentor matches

6. Confidence and preparedness to fundraise in the next 12 months

7. Introductions to 20+ funds from our Investor Network

8. A growing, active community of other SaaS founders from our portfolio

9. Continued access to $100K+ worth of business perks

10. Lifetime support 
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Personalized 
Programming & Plan 

Every company has different needs. In order to go from where you are to where you need to be, we 
personalize our programming and support for your company. Every quarter, we onboard a new 
batch of founders into our program. The first thing you’ll do is fill out our intake form, which is 
shared with the core Forum team and helps us put together a personalized plan for your company, 
including: goals, programming to attend, fundraising timeline, mentors, potential customers and 
more.

We run year round programming, focused on GTM, Sales, Product and Fundraising, which you can 
plug into whenever you join us. Each module has a topic that we cover in depth over a number of 
weeks via 1:1s with your Managing Director, interactive workshopping, expert talks, mentor 
matching and more. 
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Ben Lai, Director of Product 
Marketing, Dropbox

Doug Landis, Growth Partner, 
Emergence Capital

Modules
We take you through multiple modules that will provide you the 

necessary expertise to build and scale your company.

Erin Hartley, VP of Clinical 
Strategy at Meru Health

 Nick Mehta, CEO of Gainsight, 
The Customer Success Company

Tien Tzuo, Founder and 
CEO, Zuora

Akasha Murali, Product 
Leadership at Spotify

Go To Market & 
Founder-led Sales 
Strategies

Nailing the right product-market fit will make or break your success. This 
module we focus on market validation, customer discovery, TAM, value prop, 
and how you’ll take your product to market, as well as how to set up your 
sales processes. 

Building a Winning 
Pitch Deck 

Getting you prepared for the hardest part of fundraising – your pitch. Specific 
programming designed to provide tactical advice on creating and delivering 
a successful pitch to win over investors.

Product 
Development

Our Product module is a mix of technical & tactical, where you’ll learn how to 
interview customers, build a roadmap, and have a product that is so valuable, 
you’re drowning in sales.

Narrative & Founder 
journey

The narrative and founder journey module is a reminder that you are selling 
to humans, and that a good founder / founding story is the backbone of a 
brand. It ties together your purpose, vision, and values and humizes your 
journey making it easier to connect to customers.

Product WOW 
Moments

You can’t get to product market fit in a day…or even a few months. Instead, 
you need to find the pieces of your product that will get a subset of your 
market really excited (like, WOW level excited), and then use that validation 
as the building blocks to product market fit. 

A network of industry experts and serial entrepreneurs to deliver programming
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/ben-cw-lai/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/douglandis/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/erin-hartley-lmft-17521935/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nickmehta/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tientzuo/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/akshayamurali/


Fundraising Track

In addition to the above modules, there will 
be 10 weeks of fundraising specific 
programming for companies going out to 
raise during one of our three Investor Weeks 
per year (May, Oct or Feb). 

The sole purpose of this track is to fully 
prepare you to fundraise confidently and 
successfully. We’ll walk you through when 
and how much to raise, how to find, secure 
and nail investor meetings, how to set up a 
round and your terms, and so much more. 
We’ll then introduce you to investors across 
our network that are right for you, and guide 
you through the pitch process. 

Here is what our 8 weeks of prep will look like: 
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1. Intro to Fundraising 

2. Narrative & Pitching

3. Deck Building & Design

4. Building Process & Managing Pipeline

5. Pitch Practice 

6. Financial Modeling 

7. Founder Journey

8. Investor Week Kick-Off / Weeks 1 & 2

We’ve helped 450 SaaS founders raise capital from funds 
like A16z, Bessemer, Backstage Capital, CRV and dozens 

of others.

 



Minerva closed a 6M+ 
Series A lead by FirstMark 

in Nov 2022

Forum Investor Weeks
Investor Week is the culmination of our 8-week Fundraising track, and is our equivalent to a 
demo day, where we set you up to meet with as many quality investors as possible. In the lead 
up to Investor Week, we set you up with a number of pitch practices and connect you with our 
investor network of over 3,000 Seed and Series A stage VCs, angels, and family offices.

The Forum team is dedicated to showcasing the companies raising and drumming up as much 
interest from investors as possible. We will work closely with you on your investor decks, pitch 
storyline, your company narrative and more to ensure we’re showing you off in the best 
possible way to maximize investor meetings. 

Participating Investors

Companies That Have Recently Raised

IrisCX closed their $4.6M 
USD Seed funding round 

with Arthur Ventures.
(March 2023)

 Firstbase recently closed a 
$50M Series B led by Kleiner 

with participation from 
Andreessen and Alpaca VC

Vergo closed $4M Seed 
round led by CRV to 
streamline designers’ 

accounting and project 
management needs

Shabodi closes $14M Series 
A round to simplify 5G for 
developers, led by CEAS 

Investments and SineWave 
Ventures. (Dec 2022)

…and many more!
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Finni Health closed a 
$2.9M round led by 

General Catalyst

https://www.minervaai.io/
https://www.iriscx.com/blog/iriscx-announces-seed-round
https://siliconangle.com/2022/03/25/remote-work-equipment-startup-firstbase-raises-50m-round-led-kleiner-perkins/#:~:text=Firstbase%20Inc.%2C%20a%20startup%20that,also%20contributed%20to%20the%20round.
https://www.getvergo.com/
https://betakit.com/shabodi-closes-14-million-cad-series-a-to-simplify-5g-for-developers/
https://www.finnihealth.com/


Mentor Matching

For the last 8 years, mentors have been a mission 
critical part of our Forum community. These folks 
are best-in-class operators who have deep industry 
expertise, have started companies, or experienced 
hypergrowth. Based on where founders need most 
support, our team will match you with key mentors 
from our Operator Network. You will meet on a 
monthly cadence to work through the challenges 
that are top of mind for you and your company.

A selection from our Operator Network:

● Stephen Poncini, Head of Enterprise 
Sales & Strategic Accounts @ Atlassian 

● Dani Hussey, Head of Brand Marketing 
@ Dropbox

● Ashley Paczolt, Senior Director, Global 
Go-to-Market Operations  @ LinkedIn

● Tamir Duberstein, Staff Software 
Engineer @ Google

Founder Community 

Forum was started from a place of helpfulness, with 
the mission to make the B2B SaaS journey easier, 
more accessible and successful for early-stage 
founders. We know the founder journey can be 
lonely, and being part of an active community of 
other SaaS founders who have been where you are 
before and care can make or break the success of a 
startup. 

Forum is committed to helping founders get the 
introductions they need to successfully grow their 
businesses. We make sure that our members have 
access to the right network of people and resources 
to help them succeed.

A Huge SaaS Community

As a member of our founder community you’ll have 
the opportunity to join:

● Weekly Collaboration Wednesdays with 
our team at our offices in NYC, SF and TO

● Monthly 1:1 founder coffee chats

● Monthly founder & community socials 

● Access to our Founder/Alumni Slack and 
our resource portal - Founder Feed
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/sponcini/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danimhussey/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ashleypaczolt/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tamird/


Securing early customers is essential for product 
development and finding market fit. Our team of 
25+ professionals are all connected to their own 
networks, giving you access to an exponential 
network of contacts. After we determine your 
ICP and GTM strategy, you will have access to 
Forum’s collective network of decision makers at 
enterprise companies. From there, we can 
provide warm intros and help craft messaging 
and sales pitches. We will help you find the right 
fit. 

A few success stories:

● Forum portco Orbiit closed a pilot 
with Microsoft 

● Forum portco Ascent landed their 
first design partner MSFU Credit 
Union

● Introduced portco Offsite to some 
of their first startup and VC clients 

Customer Introductions
“The platform team was instrumental in 
getting us introduced to our first few 
customers for discovery. They not only helped 
us with customer intros, but also helped us 
perfect our messaging for investors and 
helped with those introductions as well”

Arjun Sahgal, CEO at Ascent
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Forum is a program that I could not 
recommend enough! The leadership knows 
the playbook and they are there to provide all 
the support you could dream of as you march 
towards your seed round. I also worked as an 
associate at a VC fund prior to being a 
founder so I’ve had first hand exposure to all 
the major accelerators and what Forum does 
for their portfolio companies is a solid notch 
above the others.

Nathan Pinto, CEO, Credit Mountain

Some customers in our network include:

https://orbiit.ai/
https://ascentplatform.io/
https://www.offsite.com/


Founder Feed

When you are onboarded, you will 
have access to a centralized hub for 
our founders to access

● Directories for customers, 
portfolio companies, & 
mentors

● Our portfolio asks form where 
we can address their needs

● Corporate level perks
● Visibility into upcoming 

community events & 
workshops

● Templates, resources, and 
more!
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Pitch Us

Get access to 
Founder Perks

Join our Directory and 
get discovered by 

hundreds of potential 
customers

1st Call

Partner Call

Diligence

Offer

Let’s Go

+

The Pitch Process
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http://lp.forumvc.com/program-application


The Pitch Process

Our pitch process is straightforward. We review 
all applications on a rolling basis and will take a 
few weeks to get back to you. 

1. We ask you about 15 questions about your 
company, product, traction, problem, 
business model, cap table, and runway.

2. Once your pitch is submitted, we’ll get back 
to you within two weeks on whether or not 
we’d like to proceed to a call with our 
investment team. 

3. On that first call, we want to understand the 
fundamentals of your business. After that, if 
we think you could be a good fit, you’ll 
meet with a Partner within the next few 
weeks. This conversation will be focused on 
the risks associated with your business and 
your plans to reduce or hedge those risks.

4. We’ll also take time to answer your 
questions about our fund, process, support, 
expertise, value, community and more, to 
ensure we’re a fit from both sides. 

5. If there are no concerns from either side, we 
will begin the due diligence process, 
looking at things like incorporation 
documents, bank statements, cap table, 
product sandbox, weighted customer 
pipeline, and anything else the team feels is 
necessary.

6. Once the due diligence process is over 
successfully, we’ll send you a formal 
acceptance into the program, along with 
onboarding materials! 

7. The day the program begins, we cut you 
your check. 

Bonus for pitching!
 

Regardless of how far in the process you 
get, every founder that pitches Forum will 
get access to a set of awesome business 
perks from companies like Brex, HubSpot, 
Zendesk, Vouch, Vanta, AWS. You’ll also 
automatically get listed on our B2B SaaS 
directory where you can be discovered by 
hundreds of potential customers looking 
for early-stage SaaS solutions, investments 
and POCs. 
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Pitch FAQs

When will I hear back about my pitch?
At Forum Ventures, we pride ourselves in respecting the time of founders. We do our absolute best 

to get back to you within two weeks of receiving your pitch. After your first call with an investment 

team member, you should receive an answer about next steps within another two weeks.

When is the pitch deadline?
Our Program runs year round, and you can apply, join us and get onboarded at any time, therefore 

there is no deadline. 

What type of company qualifies?
Early stage B2B SaaS companies in any vertical that sell to SMBs, Mid-Market, or Enterprise 

businesses, with an MVP built out and a large market. We will also consider companies that have both 

a B2C & B2B aspect, with at least 60% of their business as B2B, or B2B2C companies if the end user 

is a consumer but selling / distribution strategy is through other businesses or channel partners.

How do you evaluate pitches?
We love working with companies from the 0-1 stage and are often the first institutional check into a 

company, however, these aren’t hard and fast rules as we love to meet companies regardless of 

stage. While each company is unique and evaluated on a case-by-case basis, some of the basic 

criteria we look for are teams that are full time, have founder-market fit, and the business’s ability to 

potentially become venture scale one day. We will then look at the risks that come with the business 

in an effort to get comfortable with an investment decision. 

How can I increase my chances of getting funded by Forum?
We look for bold, audacious founders who are building in venture-scale markets with a large TAM and 

bottom’s up revenue opportunity, showing customer validation and a willingness of those customers 

to pay. 

What is your investment process and how long does it take?
If you are accepted to the Forum Ventures, our founders receive their investment within the first week 

of getting onboarded.

How much do I have to be in the location?
You don’t have to be on location at all. We recruit founders across the U.S., Canada, and some 

overseas, and there is an option to attend our program remotely. Of course, whenever it’s safe to be 

in person, we’d love to have you around as much as works for you – there is nothing better than 

working together face to face. 

If we haven’t answered your question, please feel free to reach out directly to Steph@forumvc.com
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mailto:Steph@forumvc.com
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Ready to Pitch Us?

Get Started
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https://lp.forumvc.com/pitch-us-form
https://airtable.com/shrUdSyMgz2Dk8aNs

